DISCOVER
POWERFUL WASHING
WITH INCOMPARABLE CAPACITY AND COVERAGE

AMSCO®
7053L
Single Chamber Washer/Disinfector

One Integrated Approach to Healthcare.
Helping you exceed the demands of your OR, the AMSCO 7053L Washer/Disinfector's chamber is 6 inches longer than other single chamber washers. This allows for the highest throughput in the market, while still ensuring a complete and thorough clean.

**CONCENTRATED AND BIODEGRADABLE CHEMISTRIES**

**LOWER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP**

AMSCO 7053L Single Chamber Washer/Disinfector is built to run efficiently and minimize their impact on the environment. Fast, effective cycles using concentrated and biodegradable chemistries result in less water and energy consumption, and a lower total cost of ownership.

**PRODUCTIVITY**

- A 24% increase in chamber size allows you to reprocess up to 50% more trays in an 8 hour day compared to the Vision® Single Chamber Washer/Disinfector.
- Allows for flexibility when reprocessing a wide range of surgical instruments with multiple rack configurations.

**PERFORMANCE**

- Full Coverage Spray Pattern combines our efficient cross pattern spray arm nozzles, impingement options and dual speed pumps.
- Innovative corner rack spray nozzles on each level, ensuring no area of the tray is missed.
- Providing maximum coverage; longer spray arms with nozzles covering 120° ensuring no area is left untouched.
- Reduces drying time with our unique four-sided air inflow while recycling the air for maximum efficiency.
- Can process a maximum of: 15 Instrument Trays (each)
- Verification of chemistry injection rates are delivered through integrated flow meters.

**GREEN SAVINGS**

AMSCO 7053L Single Chamber Washer/Disinfector uses up to **26% LESS WATER** per cycle**

**CONCENTRATED AND BIODEGRADABLE CHEMISTRIES**

Belimed® WD 290 Racks can not deliver the same level of productivity or spray arm coverage.

**39** Gallons per cycle

**53** Gallons per cycle
EASE OF USE

- Cool touch handles allow for safe and immediate handling of loads following completion of cycle
- All racks are conveniently designed for easy load and unload from all sides
- Up to 12 Lumen flushing port hoses, provides flexibility for those hard to clean canulated instruments
- Access critical cycle parameters at any time using the USB port for downloading
- Increase staff confidence and safety with our intuitive LCD large touch-screen control panel which provides clear visibility and access to critical information

Size (W x H x D):

| Exterior Dimensions: | 42 x 80-3/4 x 38” (1067 x 2051 x 965 mm) |
| Chamber Dimensions:  | 26-1/2 x 26-1/4 x 31.5” (673 x 667 x 800 mm) |
| Load Height:         | 31” (787 mm) above finished floor |

ISO AAMI 15883 COMPLIANT

AMSCO 7053L Washer/Disinfector is part of an unbroken chain of innovative solutions from STERIS

** Compared to other healthcare washer/disinfector manufacturer models
*Compared to Reliance® Vision Single Chamber Washer/Disinfector.

For the washer/disinfector that fits your department’s needs, contact your STERIS Representative or visit: http://www.steris.com/washing